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The State was established thanks to Mikve Israel.
If there was no Mikve Israel, it is doubtful Israel
could have been founded.
David Ben Gurion
Israel's first Prime Minister

A Heritage of Social
Commitment and Educational
Excellence
Introducing Mikve Israel

Studying and working
in the fields and
orchards of Mikve
Israel

In 1868, a group of young Jews from Jerusalem wrote to Kol Israel Haverim (Alliance
Israélite Universelle) in Paris with an unusual request: "We are not asking for charity,
but for work. Let us have soil, let us have tools; send people to teach us how to work
the land."

Classroom in an
Alliance School
for Girls in Rabat,
Morocco 1910

Two years later, in February 1870, Mikve Israel – the first agricultural school in the
land of Israel – was established just east of Jaffa. Charles Netter, the Secretary of
AIU who undertook this mission, received from the Turkish
authorities a license to establish the school and an area of
2,600 dunams (640 acres) "out of recognition of the value
of this institution in the life of the Jews."
From its inception, Mikve Israel was part of the school
network initiated by Alliance which promoted progressive
education that combines religious studies with vocational
training, as the best way to assist oppressed Jews. At a
time when formal education was beyond the reach of many
Jews, Alliance created a network of more than 100 schools
in Jewish communities around the Mediterranean, from
Morocco to Iran. The Alliance school network has educated
over a million children to date, and imbued the concept
of mutual responsibility with a new meaning: instead of
offering charity to the needy, it gave them tools for selfadvancement through education.
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Mikve Israel was founded on the basis of innovative ideas, which had far-reaching
impact. Since its first days, it played a central role in the Zionist settlement of Israel
and in the founding of the State. During more than 140 years of existence, Mikve
educated thousands of students, many of them new immigrants who found there
a home after being uprooted and separated from their families. The graduates of
Mikve filled key positions in Israel's society, economy and defense forces; they can be
found in hundreds of agricultural communities, in industry and in academic institutes.
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Mikve Israel
Today and Tomorrow
The Renewal Plan

The renewal plan, which has already won the support of several philanthropic
partners, as well as government ministries, involves two main elements:
• Creating a modern Educational Campus for the three high schools of Mikve
Israel: two public schools, general (secular) and religious, and the Raymond
Leven French-Israeli School.
• Revitalizing the Historic Site that represents the heritage of Mikve Israel and
developing it as an educational-cultural center. The first building to be restored
will become the new Educational Center of Alliance
At the same time, Mikve’s green fields are intended to become a distinctive part of
the new Ariel Sharon Park - a large metropolitan park on the southern outskirts of
Tel Aviv that will combine nature, sport, recreation and culture.

Mikve Israel a "green lung"
in an urban area
(view from north)

When the State of Israel was founded, Mikve Israel became a youth village.
Agreements signed between Alliance and the government in 1949 and 1956 ensured
its ongoing operation; its importance was reaffirmed in the Mikve Israel Law of 1976,
which stated that it will ”continue working as an agricultural school to advance its
aims” and that ”the land designation will not be changed”. However, from the 1980s,
as Israel progressed rapidly into an industrialized, technologically-advanced country
and the village became surrounded by densely-built urban areas, Mikve's traditional
strengths lost relevance. This change was reflected in a steady reduction of public
resources and declining student registration.
The Rashi Foundation has a time-honored connection to Mikve Israel: one of the
founding members of Alliance was Narcisse Leven, the grandfather of Rashi’s
founder, Gustave Leven. Rashi has joined Alliance in an initiative to halt and reverse
the weakening of Mikve Israel’s status. Under the partners’ leadership, Mikve Israel
is now in the first stage of a comprehensive renewal plan that will “restore the glory
of old” and allow Mikve Israel to regain its leading position in shaping Israeli society
and environment.

The Rashi Foundation and Alliance are strongly committed not only to the physical
renewal of Mikve Israel, but also to rebuilding its capacity to survive and thrive for
years to come; in this way we will protect our investment and that of our partners.
As part of this mission, the three schools of Mikve came recently under the
responsibility of the Darca School Network – another joint initiative of Rashi and
Alliance intended to strengthen Israeli high schools on their way to excellence.
Darca was launched in 2011 and includes now 17 schools in highly diverse communities
throughout Israel. The network aspires to excellence in pedagogy and education,
to promoting values and nurturing a positive school atmosphere, aiming to help
students grow into creative, thinking individuals with a thirst for knowledge and
social awareness.

As part of the effort
to rebuild Mikve
Israel's capacity to
survive and thrive
into the future,
the three schools
of Mikve Israel
came under the
responsibility of
the Darca School
Network

In its work, Darca applies the extensive experience gained through Rashi’s
interventions in the fields of educational reinforcement, social welfare and access
to higher education, and through Alliance-Kiah programs on Jewish identity.
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The Educational Campus
New Construction
Renovation and upgrade
Expansion

Historic Site
Dormitories
Dinning Hall

French-Israeli School
Religious School
(future location)

Sports Center

Science Center
(future location)
General School
(future location of
the new building)

General School
(existing building)

General School
(existing building)

Dormitories

Culture Center
and Library

Dormitories
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Western Section of the Education Campus <

> Eastern Section of the Campus

1 General School
(Existing building)

2 General School

A Space for
Learning Opportunities

(New building)

3 Religious School
(New)

4 Science Center
(New)

The New Educational Campus

5 French-Israeli School
(with additional floor)

At present, there are 1,200 students being educated at Mikve Israel in three high
schools, which are all guided by the educational vision of Alliance; each can be viewed
as representing different elements of this vision:
The General School – an aspiration to educational excellence
The Religious School – a commitment to Jewish tradition and humanistic values
The French-Israeli School – promotion of leadership and exposure to both Israeli
and French culture

Over the years, the physical facilities that serve the historical schools have become
run-down and outdated. An extensive upgrade is called for in order to meet the
ever-growing demands of 21st-century education. In light of this urgent need, it
was decided to build a new educational campus which will combine continuity and
innovation – preserving the best of the past while building the future. As a modern,
attractive campus, it will also allow the number of students to grow to 1,800 over
the next few years.
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The campus is designed to create synergy between the schools, as their proximity
will facilitate cooperation and pooling of resources. While each school maintains its
special identity and continues to develop solutions for its target population, all the
students will enjoy wider opportunities for learning and growth.
The educational campus will encompass two areas: the General School in the
western section will be renovated and expanded, and a new building for the Religious
School will be built nearby; the French-Israeli School in the eastern section will be
enlarged to meet the growing demand for student places. A Science Center will
be built in the middle to serve students of all three schools, as well as youth from
neighboring towns.
The architectural planning of the campus is also guided by the twofold vision of
continuity and innovation: it preserves the character of the historic buildings and the
rural environment while adopting modern techniques and materials.
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The New Educational Campus | Architectural rendering

The campus will create synergy between the schools,
facilitating cooperation and pooling of resources, while
allowing each school to maintain its special identity.
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Left: The new Religious
School (architectural
rendering)

Current number
of students: 220
Projected number:
400
Total built area:
2,800 m2
Estimated cost:
$4.5 million
Expected completion:
September 2014

The Religious School

A commitment to Jewish tradition and humanistic values
The school offers both religious and general studies; it is intended for students who
cannot find their place in more demanding religious schools such as a high-school
yeshiva (for boys) or ulpana (for girls) and are at risk of dropping out.
The school today
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The current location of the school in the midst of Mikve Israel’s historic area is
problematic: the classrooms are scattered among various old buildings, which are
difficult to maintain and expensive to renovate. Moreover, the development of the
historic site cannot proceed until the school moves out. It was therefore decided to
relocate the religious school to new premises that will be built in the educational
campus.
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Current number of
students: 750
Projected number: 1,000
Total area – new building:
2,000 m2
Estimated cost:
$4.5 million
Expected completion:
September 2015
Estimated cost renovation of existing
buildings: $1.8 million

Above left:
The school today
Above right:
The new building
of the General School
(architectural rendering)

The General School
Aspiring to educational excellence

The current premises of the school were built 30-40 years ago; they are no longer
suitable and there are not enough classrooms. The planned expansion will equip the
school with advanced learning environments and allow the activity to be reorganized
according to newly-defined pedagogic principles. In the next stage, the existing
buildings will be renovated according to the same approach. The laboratories will
be moved to the Science Center, where they will be accessible also to students from
other schools.
The physical upgrade presents an opportunity to develop a pedagogic focus on
sustainability. In particular, the study of natural sciences, environmental science and
biotechnology and their applications in modern agriculture, will be expanded within
the context of ecological sustainability.
12
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Raymond Jacob Leven
(1905-1980)
followed the family tradition of
community service begun by
his grandfather Narcisse Leven,
one of the founding members
of Alliance. Raymond played
an essential role in rebuilding
the institutions of the French
Jewish community after WW2,
and served as Vice President of
Alliance from 1973 until 1980.

The Raymond Leven
Israeli-French School

Promotion of leadership and exposure to other cultures
This unique institute, the only bilingual high school in Israel, opened in 2007 as a joint
initiative of the governments of France and Israel, in partnership with Alliance Israelite
Universelle-Kiah and the Rashi Foundation. The school offers high-level studies in
two tracks, towards the Israeli matriculation (Bagrut) or French Baccalauréat, with
shared social and cultural activities.
At present the school occupies a renovated building next to a new one, both offering
a pleasant and stimulating learning environment. It is attracting a growing number
of applicants, which calls for expansion by adding a second floor to the new building.
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Current number of
students: 250
Projected number:
400
Total built area –
additional floor:
800 m2
Estimated cost:
$2 million
Expected completion:  
2015
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The Science Center building
will use advanced technologies
and “green” design, reflecting
the effort to meet
the challenges of the future

The Science Center
(architectural rendering)

Center for Science Excellence
Total built area:
2,000 m2
Estimated cost:
$6.5 million
Expected completion:  
2016

The Science Center is intended to serve the students of Mikve Israel’s schools, as well
as students from nearby towns (Holon, Bat Yam etc.). It will also offer training and
pedagogic support to science teachers. The center’s programming will emphasize
project-based learning and will aim to increase the number of students who gain
a first-rate matriculation diploma in science and technology. This will be achieved
by upgrading the existing programs of study in agriculture into matriculation-level
science studies; for example, robotic applications in agriculture will be studied as a
physics subject, tissue culture as a biotechnology subject, and so on.
The Center will operate under the auspices of one of the academic institutes in its
vicinity, such as Tel Aviv University or the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot. As the tallest
building in the educational campus, it will be a landmark and focal point, indicating
the central role of science and technology education in the future of Mikve Israel.
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Dormitories
A Home Away from Home
Many of Mikve Israel's students come from the margins of Israeli society – low-income
and single-parent families, first or second generation immigrants – and lack a
supportive home environment that will ensure their academic development and
emotional wellbeing. For these youngsters, Mikve Israel offers “a home away from
home” as boarding students; its mission is to help them advance towards a stable
and productive adulthood.
At present, some 240 of the 1,200 students of Mikve Israel live in the village. There
are several dormitory buildings, built mainly in the 1950's and 60's, and the living
conditions in them are far from ideal. Moreover, the planned growth of the schools
will be accompanied by an increase in the number of boarders to 500. While some of
the existing dormitories can be renovated, others must be demolished and replaced
by new buildings.

Estimated costs:
Construction of two
new dormitories:
$4.5 million (75 beds
each, for the general
and religious schools)

New Educational Campus Costs and Funding Sources In million US dollars
Area m2

Total estimated
cost

Ministry of Education
(expected)

To be
raised

Religious School

2,800

4.5

2.5

2.0

General School – new building

2,000

4.5

2.0

2.5

1.8

-

1.8

800

2.0

1.0

1.0

2,000

6.5

2.5

4.0

General School – renovation of existing
buildings
French-Israeli School – additional floor
Science Center
Infrastructure

2.5

Total estimated cost

21.8

2.5
8.0

13.8

Dormitories
Total estimated cost*

Renovation of 6
existing buildings:
$5.5 million

Construction of 2 new dormitory buildings

4.5

Renovation of 6 existing dormitory buildings

5.5

Total estimated cost

10.0

* Without government funding at this stage
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Preserving a
Cherished Landmark
The Historic Site
Located at the heart of Mikve Israel, the historic site is reminiscent in its pastoral
charm and architectural features of a traditional French village. It comprises the
synagogue at the center, surrounded by the Winery, Netter House, the “Mechanica”
(metal workshop), Craftsmen House and many other unique buildings dating back
to the late 19th century. Nearby is the Botanical Garden, the first of its kind in Israel.
In light of its national significance as the cradle of modern Zionism, the historic site
has been recognized by the Government of Israel and included in the Program for
Restoration of Heritage Sites, under the auspices of the Prime Minister’s Office. The
restoration program will revitalize the site and strengthen it as a magnet for internal
and external tourism.
The historic site’s development
plan aims to preserve it as a
living testament to the history
and spirit of Jewish settlement in
Israel, and create an impressive
and memorable experience for
visitors. This will be done by
restoring part of the original
purpose of the buildings and
adapting them to new functions
for educational and cultural
purposes while retaining their
authenticity and character.
(For example, the winery may
become a culinary school with a
demonstration area devoted to
the burgeoning Israeli wine industry). An operation plan will be prepared for each
building, with the goal of maximizing its educational value as well as its potential as
a source of income for Mikve Israel.
The buildings to be restored include the Practitioners House, which will be turned
into a new educational center for Alliance; the Synagogue, whose second floor will
become a museum dedicated to the history of Alliance; the Winery and more. There
are also plans to restore the main entrance avenue leading in from the Jerusalem
Gate, renew the Botanical Garden and renovate the old swimming pool.
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Above, from top:
view from the 2nd floor of
the synagogue
Teachers House
Szold House
Opposite page:
René Cassin Square
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The Historic Site
Historical buildings
School buildings

French-Israeli School

The future
Educational Campus
Administration building
The Warehouse
Teachers House
Practitioners House

Craftsmen House

Botanical Garden
(entrance)

Pollock House

The Winery
Flowers House

Szold House

The Synagogue
Netter House
Metal Workshop

Avenue of Palms
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>

to the Jerusalem Gate

The Synagogue, built in 1896, is the
spiritual heart of the historic center.
Its second floor will be renovated to become a museum
dedicated to the history of Alliance and its achievements over
150 years of activity among Jewish communities around the world.

Total built area:
710 m2
Estimated cost:
$1.7 million
Expected completion:
2013

Coming Full Circle: The Educational Center of Alliance
Today, Kol Israel Haverim (Kiah), the Israel branch of Alliance, is a leading educationalsocial organization that operates under the banner of a just society and strong Jewish
identity. While continuing to operate the historic schools in Mikve Israel, Jerusalem,
Tel Aviv and Haifa, in the past decade it has developed programs that target a wider
audience. These programs strive to promote equal opportunities in education, reduce
scholastic gaps, instill Jewish values in schools and build educational leadership.
Altogether, Alliance is active in more than 50 schools throughout Israel in the areas
of scholastic achievements and social education.

The Practitioners House,
built in 1893, accommodated until the 1950's
men and women who came from all over
the country to learn agricultural skills

As a major partner in the renewal process of Mikve
Israel, Alliance took the next logical step by deciding
to move the center of its activity from Jerusalem to
Mikve. The planned new educational center be a unique
institute that engages in education in the broadest
sense, and will write another meaningful chapter in the history of Alliance and
Mikve Israel.
The Educational Center will be located in one of Mikve Israel's historic buildings
– the Practitioners House, which was built in 1893 and accommodated men and
women who came from all over the country to learn agricultural skills. After its
restoration and renovation, the building will have offices for the directors of the
different programs, as well as spaces for training of teachers, principals and Jewish
education coordinators, leadership seminars for youth, conferences etc. The Center
will also reach out to Jews around the world with programs focusing on Jewish
identity and leaderships.
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The Dairy Barn and milking shed
will become an educational center
focusing on the production of milk
and milk products

The Winery 's stone structure
and dome-ceiling cellars will become
a culinary school with a demonstration area
devoted to the burgeoning Israeli wine industry
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The Avenue of Palms, lined with trees
planted in 1921 and leading in from the original main
entrance facing the Jaffa-Jerusalem road,
will be restored to its former splendor

The rejuvenation of the Botanical Garden,
the first of its kind in Israel,
will allow visitors to appreciate its rich collection
of flora from Israel and around the world
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Historic Site Costs and Funding Sources

In million US dollars

Total estimated cost*

20.0

* Including $1.7 million for the Practitioners House (Alliance Educational Center) - for immediate implementation
Projects for future implementation (within 4-5 years):
Synagogue, Winery, Dairy Barn, Botanical Garden, Avenue of Palms and others.
Funding sources:
Rashi Foundation            

1.0

Pinto Family (Agudat Sabah)

1.0

Merage Foundation & American Friends of AIU in Southern California

1.0

Alliance-Kiah

1.0

Government of Israel (through the Tamar Project for Restoration of Heritage Sites)

2.0

Total

6.0

To be raised *

14.0

* There is a posibility of obtaining government funding

Invitation to Partnership
Throughout more than 140 years of educational work, Mikve Israel has embodied
Jewish solidarity and connection to Jewish tradition, alongside openness to other
cultures and commitment to universal humanistic values. Rooted in the Jewish and
Zionist legacy of its founders, Mikve Israel continues to help children strive towards
personal and social excellence.
The Rashi Foundation and Alliance Israelite Universelle – two organizations with
a rich record in Israel and Jewish education - are collaborating in this ambitious
project, to preserve the best of the past while reinforcing the present and building
the future. We invite other philanthropies to join us in helping Mikve Israel regain
its place as a significant, leading educational and cultural institute in the State of
Israel, and serve as a living tribute to the tremendous Alliance endeavor on behalf
of the People of Israel.
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The Rashi Foundation was founded in 1984 as an independent private fund dedicated
to assisting the underprivileged in Israel, focusing on children, youth, young adults
and special-needs populations. For nearly 30 years, Rashi has been working to realize
the vision of a stable and prosperous Israel that draws its strength from a society in
which each and every citizen can realize his or her innate potential.
The Rashi Foundation concentrates on Israel’s northern and southern regions and
inner-city neighborhoods, investing in solutions that strengthen public education and
social welfare systems so as to increase opportunities for self-fulfillment and social
mobility. In the field of education, Rashi works to provide equal opportunity through
programs that reduce learning gaps, promote excellence and upgrade physical,
pedagogic and organizational infrastructure.
Rashi builds partnerships with other private philanthropies, community federations,
public organizations, government ministries and local authorities, leveraging each
partner’s resources in order to achieve greater impact and sustainability.
Alliance Israélite Universelle (AIU) was founded in 1860 to safeguard the human
rights of Jews around the world and offer assistance to those suffering from antiSemitism. The organization works to advance education among Jews, with an
emphasis on the French culture and language. In its extensive activity worldwide,
AIU focuses on academic excellence, humanistic education that encourages personal
development, independent thinking and the teaching of Judaism through a tolerant
approach respecting different traditions.
Kiah - Kol Israel Haverim, AIU’s representative in Israel, works to advance equal
opportunity in education and reduce learning gaps, integrate Jewish values within
the school life and create educational leadership that strives for social change
guided by values such as social justice and mutual responsibility. The activity of Kiah
includes operation of the historic schools established by AIU, schools in inner-city
neighborhoods in the Sha’ar - Gateway to a New Future initiative, Morasha program
for Jewish heritage and social involvement, the Memizrach Shemesh Center for
Jewish-Social Leadership, and the Kerem Institute training teachers in humanistic
Jewish education.

Initiators & Leaders
Hubert Leven,
President of Rashi
Foundation
Marc Eisenberg,
President of Alliance
Israélite Universelle
Sam Pinto, President
of Alliance-Kiah, Israel
Ilan Cohen, Chairman
of Mikve Israel

Mikve Israel Company was created in 1956 by an agreement between Kol Israel
Haverim and the State of Israel, after an earlier agreement of 1949 guaranteed the
existence of Mikve Israel as an independent institution. Based on this agreement,
Mikve operates as a government company with its share capital divided equally
between Kiah and the State. The Mikve Israel Agricultural School Law, passed by
the Knesset in 1976, ensured its continued activity as an agricultural school as well
as the unchanged designation of its land.
Today, Mikve Israel is defined as a school for “the study of natural sciences, the
environment and biotechnology, and their dependence on agriculture“.
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Contacts
Jo Toledano, General Director, Alliance Israélite Universelle
jo.toledano@aiu.org
Alliance Israélite Universelle
45 Rue de la Bruyère 75009 Paris
Tel.
33-1-53328864
www.aiu.org

Yehuda Maimaran, General Director, Alliance - Kol Israel Haverim
yehuda@kiah.org.il
Alliance - Kol Israel Haverim
99 Jaffa St., Jerusalem 94342 Israel
Tel.
972-2-5618059
www.kiah.org.il

Elie Elalouf, Vice-President, Rashi Foundation
elie@rashi.org.il
Itzik Turgeman, Executive VP and General Director, Rashi Foundation
itzikt@rashi.org.il
Ronit Segelman, VP, Partnerships, Rashi Foundation
ronits@rashi.org.il
Rashi Foundation
Kfar Hanoar Ben Shemen 73112 Israel
Tel.
972-8-9146620
www.rashi.org.il

